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The current study investigated the efficacy of Wolpe's

original (1954) paradigm of anxiety-relief conditioning.

The procedure consisted of administering a mildly aversive

electric shock to a subject for several seconds until the

subject said the word "Relax," and the shock was terminated.

Repeated pairings were claimed by Wolpe to condition physio-

logical relief to the cue word, "Relax," which could then

be employed in order to reduce anxiety in various anxiety-

provoking situations.

Fourteen male and female snake phobics, and 14 male and

female public-speaking phobics were selected from 218 fresh-

men and sophomore psychology student volunteers. These 28

subjects were selected on the basis of their scores on the

Wolpe-Lang Fear Inventory Survey and Schedule, the Taylor

Manifest Anxiety Scale, and their performance on an in vivo

test of either public speaking or snake-approach behavior.

Each group of phobics was divided into an anxiety-relief

group and a placebo-conditioning group. The placebo-

conditioning group heard an innocuous tone instead of

receiving the electric shock of the anxiety-relief group.

All subjects employed the cue word "Relax," both before and



during the in vivo performance of either a snake-approach

or public-speaking criterion task. No differences were

found between the anxiety-relief and the placebo-conditioning

groups for either phobic type.

Since there does not appear to be a generally accepted

theoretical rationale to account for the reported efficacy

of anxiety-relief conditioning, several theoretical ration-

ales were discussed. In addition, a distinction was made

between the anxiety-relief paradigm described by Wolpe (1954)

and the aversion-relief paradigm employed by subsequent

investigators (Gaupp, Stern, & Galbraith, 1972; Solyom,

McClure, Heseltine, Ledwidge, & Solyom, 1972; Thorpe, Schmidt,

Brown, & Castell, 1964). It was suggested that this distinc-

tion might be used to account for the failure of the current

investigation to support the efficacy of anxiety-relief

conditioning, as a review of the major study supporting its

efficacy (Turnage & Wenrich, 1974) indicated that aversion-

relief, rather than anxiety-relief, may have been employed.

In the absence of strong supportive evidence for the

efficacy of Wolpe's anxiety-relief paradigm, the need for

further research elucidating the relevant parameters was

discussed, and specific areas requiring more intensive study

were delineated.
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ANXIETY-RELIEF CONDITIONING:

AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

Anxiety-relief conditioning was first described by Wolpe

(1954) as a treatment for patients suffering from diffuse,

"free-floating" anxiety. The theoretical substratum that he

used to account for the procedure's apparent effectiveness

was the mechanism of reciprocal inhibition, the same mechan-

ism that he hypothesized to be the basis of systematic

desensitization. Wolpe defined the principle of reciprocal

inhibition as the general hypothesis that "if a response

incompatible with anxiety can be made to occur in the presence

of anxiety-evoking stimuli it will weaken the bond between

these stimuli" (p. 207). Through the process of anxiety-

relief conditioning, Wolpe stated that a stimulus could

acquire anxiety-assuaging properties and then be used in the

presence of anxiety-evoking stimuli to reduce anxiety in

accordance with the principle of reciprocal inhibition. He

set forth the general paradigm of anxiety-relief conditioning

as the following hypothesis:

If an uncomfortable induction shock were administered

to a human subject for several seconds and were then

made to cease immediately after a signal, that

signal would become connected to such bodily

responses as would follow the cessation of the
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shock, and, furthermore, that these responses

would be the negative of the anxiety that had

been produced by the shock. (p. 212)

Wolpe assumed relaxation to be the "negative" of anxiety,

and postulated that physiological relaxation could be condi-

tioned to a specific signal by the process of anxiety-relief

conditioning. It should be noted here that Wolpe employed

the principle of reciprocal inhibition to account only for

the application of an anxiety-reducing stimulus in an

anxiety-evoking situation, not for the acquisition of the

anxiety-reducing stimulus. There does not appear to be an

explicit theoretical rationale presented by Wolpe to account

for the process by which anxiety-relief conditioning actually

conditions a stimulus to have anxiety-reducing properties.

Wolpe's anxiety-relief conditioning paradigm involved the

administration of a low voltage, high amperage shock to a

subject's left forearm. The subject was told to bear the

shock until the desire to have it removed became very strong,

then to say aloud the word "calm." As soon as the subject

said the word, the current was turned off, and this procedure

was repeated 10 to 20 times per session. A theoretical ration-

ale for anxiety-relief conditioning could seemingly take two

general forms. The first, and the one that seems to be most

in keeping with Wolpe's generally respondent orientation,

would be a classical conditioning paradigm in which the word

"calm" is the conditioned stimulus, the termination of the
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shock is the unconditioned stimulus, and the relaxation pro-

duced by the shock termination is the unconditioned response.

On the other hand, however, an operant escape paradigm seems

to be an equally plausible theoretical rationale, but Wolpe

makes no explicit statement of the theoretical basis of his

anxiety-relief conditioning paradigm. Since the purpose of

the present study was to investigate the efficacy of Wolpe's

anxiety-relief conditioning paradigm rather than to hypothe-

size about the procedure's theoretical underpinnings, the

conceptual basis of the paradigm will not be dealt with

further at this time.

In his original investigation of anxiety-relief condi-

tioning, Wolpe (1954) reported the successful amelioration

of diffuse, "free-floating" anxiety in six of eight patients

who underwent anxiety-relief conditioning. In no cases,

however, was anxiety-relief conditioning the sole method of

treatment, and there were no control procedures used because

of the case study nature of this initial investigation. In

another case study report, Meyer (1957) employed Wolpe's

paradigm in conjunction with a series of graded approach

tasks in the treatment of a patient with generalized, diffuse

anxiety. After seven sessions, with 10 to 12 shocks per ses-

sion, there was no change in the patient's behavior. The

problem was re-evaluated on the basis of Eysenck's ideas

about conditionability, introversion, and extroversion. On

the assumption that the patient was an introvert, 10 mg of dex-

edrine per day were administered to increase conditionability,
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and anxiety-relief conditioning was resumed. The treatment

began to reduce the patient's anxiety, and the dexedrine was

gradually withdrawn and replaced by a placebo. The patient

became somewhat tense, anxious, and slightly depressed, but

continued to improve on the approach tasks. He was released

and a 3-month followup revealed that the success had been

maintained. Again, it should be noted that anxiety-relief

conditioning was not used alone.

These two initial investigations (Meyer, 1957; Wolpe,

1954) dealt with the use of anxiety-relief conditioning as a

method by which a previously neutral cue was conditioned to

have an inhibitory effect on the experience of anxiety in a

variety of different situations. Subsequent investigators,

however, (Gaupp, Stern, & Galbraith, 1972; Solyom, McClure,

Heseltine, Ledwidge, & Solyom, 1972; Solyom & Miller, 1967;

Thorpe, Schmidt, Brown, & Castell, 1964) have focused on the

use of anxiety-relief conditioning in the treatment of specific

phobic problems. These subsequent investigators deviated from

Wolpe's (1954) original paradigm procedurally as well as

conceptually. Thorpe et al. (1964) report the use of an

"aversion-relief" technique in the treatment of eight neurotic

patients. The patients received a shock contiguous with the

visual presentation of a series of words appropriate to their

problems. For example, "homosexual" and its synonyms were

used for the homosexual patient, "cross dressing" for the

transvestite, and so forth. As these stimulus words were

presented to the patients, they read them aloud and received
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an electric shock. The last stimulus word in the series

served as a signal to the patient that he had already received

his last shock, and the relief postulated by Thorpe et al.

to be associated with this information was thereby paired

with the final stimulus word. For the homosexual patient,

"heterosexual" was used as the final word in the series, for

the transvertite, "normal dressing" was used, and so forth.

Thus, Thorpe et al. combined aversion therapy with a procedure

that deviated markedly from Wolpe's anxiety-relief paradigm

and called the resultant procedure "aversion-relief." It

is therefore difficult to determine whether the aversion

therapy component, the "anxiety-relief" component, or their

combination was responsible for the improvement evidenced

by six of the eight patients.

Solyom et al. (1972) attempted a more controlled study of

anxiety-relief conditioning, but they, too, focused on its use

in the treatment of a specific phobic problem rather than

investigating its application in the more general, non-specific

paradigm advocated by Wolpe (1954). Twenty-seven phobic

patients were given 24 30-minute sessions of either a habitu-

ation procedure, a pseudo-conditioning procedure, or a treat-

ment procedure that they called "aversion-relief." In the

aversion-relief condition, taped narratives that were both

written and recorded by the patients were interrupted at

highly phobic points with lapses of silence. These lapses

were followed by a finger shock, and the termination of the

shock was immediately followed by the continuation of the
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pre-recorded narrative. The relief due to shock termination

was therefore paired with the phobic narrative. The pseudo-

conditioning procedure was the same as the aversion-relief,

except that the lapses of silence were at random points in

the narrative rather than only at highly phobic points.

The habituation control group received the same treatment as

the aversion-relief group except that they did not receive

any electric shock. In addition, all the subjects were pro-

vided with a positive expectancy and encouraged to face the

phobic situations in real-life settings, a procedure that

Solyom et al. refer to as "practical retraining." As in the

previous investigations, anxiety-relief conditioning was not

used in isolation, and Solyom et al. found no significant

differences among any of the groups on any of the variables,

although they reported some significant decrements in phobias

and obsessive symptoms in both the aversion-relief group and

the habituation control group. It should be noted here that

the Solyom et al. "aversion-relief" procedure eliminated the

operant escape aspects of Wolpe's anxiety-relief procedure.

They employed what appears to be a backward classical condi-

tioning paradigm in which the termination of the shock is

the unconditioned stimulus, the relaxation produced by the

shock termination is the unconditioned response, and the

taped phobic narrative is the conditioned stimulus. The

results reported by Solyom et al. are congruent with many

researchers who have reported difficulty in demonstrating

efficacy of backward classical conditioning, (Spooner & Kellog,

1947).
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Gaupp et al. (1972) present a study with some methodo-

logical differences in the design which are relevant to the

current investigation. First, undergraduate psychology

students who expressed relatively intense fears of snakes and

did not complete a ten-step behavioral approach test were

used as subjects. By selecting a single target behavior,

Gaupp et al. improved upon the variety of phobics used by

Solyom et al. (1972), thus increasing the homogeneity of the

subjects. Second, all the subjects were told that they were

involved in a study that dealt with the measurement of

physiological reactions, thereby possibly reducing the effect

of positive expectancy that may have occurred in the Solyom

et al. study. Third, their aversion-relief treatment con-

sisted of presenting to the subject, in a random sequence,

either a slide with the word "SHOCK" on it which was accom-

panied by a shock, or a slide of a snake which was never

accompanied by a shock. In this way, the stimuli that

constituted the aversion-relief conditioning were the same

for all subjects, instead of the individualized narratives

used by Solyom et al. which varied in numerous respects.

Gaupp et al. postulated a classical counterconditioning

paradigm was the theoretical underpinnings of their aversion-

relief procedure. Since there might be some confusion

regarding the distinction between the various procedures

that have been labeled "aversion-relief" and Wolpe's original

anxiety-relief procedure, it seems appropriate to clarify
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the distinction at this point. All of the procedures that

have been labeled "aversion-relief" can be seen to have

employed two discriminative stimuli, one 
that is associated

with an electric shock (aversion), while the other is associ-

ated with safety from shock (relief). Wolpe's anxiety-

relief procedure, however, employed only a single stimulus

that was associated with "relief" from electric shock. 
This

is an important distinction, since the procedural modifica-

tions employed by investigators using the aversion-relief

paradigm can be seen to have substantially altered Wolpe's

anxiety-relief procedure by the introduction of the second

stimulus. It would appear that the aversion-relief procedure

might be theoretically distinct from Wolpe's anxiety-relief

procedure, since there is no operant escape aspect to the

aversion-relief. Investigators who are not mindful of the

differences might inadvertently confuse the aversion-relief

and anxiety-relief paradigms.

The aversion-relief procedure used by Gaupp et al.

involved discrimination learning in which the word "SHOCK"

was associated with the administration of an electric shock,

and pictures of snakes were associated with the "relief" of

not being shocked. Since Gaupp et al. employed three

aversion-relief groups and a no-treatment control group,

it is difficult to determine whether the improvement evi-

denced by one of the aversion-relief groups was due to the

aversion-relief procedure or the habituation that might
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accompany the viewing of snake slides. Due to the fact that

only one of the three aversion-relief groups demonstrated

improvement, and because there appear to be no controls for

the possible effects of habituation, the Gaupp et al. study

does not appear to support the contention that differential

conditioning, or a counterconditioning paradigm, is the

effective component in anxiety-relief conditioning.

Recently, however, the counterconditioning hypothesis

has received support in a study reported by Turnage and

Wenrich (1974), in which potentially contaminating variables

such as habituation, noxious stimulation, and placebo effects

were controlled. Twenty female introductory psychology

students who scored seven or less on the behavioral approach

test of "snake intimacy" employed by Gaupp et al. (1972),

were randomly assigned to either the anxiety-relief group

or the placebo control group. All the subjects heard 15 tones

of 1.5-second duration, received 15 shocks of 1.5-second

duration, viewed 15 snake slides of 13.5-second duration,

and viewed 15 country scenery slides of 13.5-second duration.

For the anxiety-relief group the termination of the shock was

always followed by the presentation of a snake slide, and the

termination of the tone was always followed by the presentation

of a country scenery slide. The procedure for the placebo

control group was reversed: shock termination was always

followed by the presentation of a country scenery slide, while

the termination of the tone was always followed by a snake
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slide. Thus, all the subjects were presented with the same

stimuli, only the contingencies among the stimuli were dif-

ferent. Anxiety-relief conditioning was applied to either

snakes or country scenery for the anxiety-relief and placebo

control groups, respectively. Turnage and Wenrich found

that the anxiety-relief group evidenced significantly less

snake phobic behavior than the placebo-conditioning group,

as measured by the in vivo snake-approach posttest. They

interpreted their results as supporting a counterconditioning

model as the basis for the efficacy of anxiety-relief condi-

tioning.

A similar investigation by LeTendre (1973) (Appendix A)

failed to replicate the Turnage and Wenrich results. The

procedures employed by LeTendre differed only slightly from

those used by Turnage and Wenrich. First, 18 female intro-

ductory psychology students who obtained a score of six on

the behavioral approach test of "snake intimacy" used by

Turnage and Wenrich were randomly assigned to either an

anxiety-relief group, a placebo conditioning group, or a

no-treatment control group. Thus, the subjects in the

LeTendre study were selected on the basis of a slightly

lower cutoff point. Second, both Gaupp et al. (1972) and

Turnage and Wenrich actively solicited subjects who reported

relatively intense fears of snakes whereas LeTendre did not

make such verbal behavior a prerequisite for participation.
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In addition, Turnage and Wenrich presented a physiological

rationale to their subjects, but did not make use of any

physiological apparatus during their treatment procedures.

Since the purpose of the physiological rationale was to make

the subjects naive with respect to expectancy for change in

their snake phobic behavior, the absence of additional pro-

cedures designed to maintain the physiological rationale might

raise questions as to whether the effects of expectancy were

sufficiently minimized in the Turnage and Wenrich study.

LeTendre, on the other hand, employed a bogus physiological

apparatus throughout the treatment procedures, in an attempt

to increase the probability that the physiological rationale

and the subjects' naivete were in fact maintained. The

possibility exists that the subjects in the Turnage and

Wenrich study may have had different motivations and expec-

tations than those in the LeTendre study.

These considerations represent the only differences

between the Turnage and Wenrich (1974) study and the LeTendre

(1973) study. Both studies employed the same design, the same

tone generating device, the same snake slides, the same

country scenery slides, and the same electro-mechanical

programming device that coordinated the presentation of the

various stimuli. The LeTendre study obtained no differences

among the three groups on the posttest of snake phobic

behavior. In view of the fact that the Turnage and Wenrich
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study is the only investigation to provide strong evidence

for the efficacy of anxiety-relief conditioning, and the fact

that the LeTendre (1973) study failed to replicate these

results, there would appear to be some unanswered questions

with regard to the efficacy of the anxiety-relief conditioning

paradigm.

The possibility that some expectancy effects may have

been operating in the Turnage and Wenrich study is given

support by a recent investigation by McKown, Wenrich and

LeTendre (1975), which demonstrated that expectancy is a

salient variable in the anxiety-relief conditioning procedure.

The McKown, et al. study used two groups of snake phobic sub-

jects who received the same anxiety-relief treatment as the

one used by Turnage and Wenrich (1974), and LeTendre (1973),

which consisted of viewing a snake slide immediately after

the termination of a farradic shock. The only difference

between the two groups in the McKown et al. study was that

one group received a positive expectancy in the form of a

detailed rationale and positive statements about the efficacy

of anxiety-relief conditioning in modifying their snake-

phobic behavior, while the other group was merely told that

they were involved in the physiological study. McKown et al.

employed bogus physiological apparatus to aid in the main-

tenance of the physiological rationale. The results indicated

that anxiety-relief conditioning significantly reduced snake

phobias in both groups, but the positive expectancy group
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performed significantly better than the no expectancy group.

Since neither a no-treatment control nor a placebo control

was used, the McKown et al. study does not appear to demon-

strate the efficacy of anxiety-relief conditioning. The

major conclusion that can be drawn from the McKown et al.

data is that expectancy appears to be an operative variable

in anxiety-relief conditioning.

It is relevant to consider at this time that all of the

investigations that have been reviewed have employed some

aspect of Wolpe's anxiety-relief paradigm in the treatment

of a specific phobic reaction, but that none of the studies,

with the exception of the original case study reports, have

used Wolpe' s original paradigm in a nonspecific treatment

that could be used in a wide variety of situations. Previous

investigators have tended to focus on either the respondent

components of Wolpe's paradigm or the operant components, but

none have employed both components together in the manner that

Wolpe detailed in his original paradigm. The present study

has adopted Wolpe's (1954) original anxiety-relief condition-

ing paradigm in order to make a controlled investigation of

its efficacy. More explicitly, the current investigation will

attempt to condition a cue word, through the use of anxiety-

relief conditioning, to have anxiety-assuaging properties.

Empirically, it would be predicted that subjects receiving

the anxiety-relief conditioning would perform significantly

better on various criteria tasks than those who receive a

placebo-conditioning procedure.
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Method

Subjects

All the subjects who participated in the current study

were freshmen and sophomore psychology student volunteers 
who

received credit for participating in research projects. The

subjects were selected on the basis of a two-step 
selection

procedure. In the first step, the Wolpe-Lang Fear Inventory

Survey and Schedule (Appendix B) and the Taylor Manifest

Anxiety Scale (TMAS) (Appendix C) were administered to a total

of 218 male and female undergraduate students. Before being

administered these tests, however, all the subjects who

(a) stated on the Wolpe-Lang that they were "Much" or "Very

Much" afraid of snakes, speaking in public, or entering a

room where others are already seated, and (b) scored at least

one standard deviation above the mean on the TMAS were selected

for participation in the second step of the selection 
procedure.

This criterion was selected to obtain the more extreme scores.

Depending upon whether the subject indicated a fear of 
snakes

or public speaking, the second step consisted of either 
the in

vivo "Snake-Intimacy Test" developed by Gaupp, Stern and

Galbraith (1972) (Appendix E), or an in vivo public-speaking

test. The selection criterion for the snake-approach test was

a score that was at least one standard deviation below the

mean of the subject's sex-appropriate distribution (LeTendre,

1973). The normative data in the LeTendre (1973) study was

obtained on the same kind of student sample as the current

study. For the subjects who indicated a fear of public
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speaking, those who refused to enter the room in which the

speech was to be given were selected for participation in the

experiment. The procedures involved in the two pretests will

be specified in greater detail in the "Procedure" section. A

total of 28 subjects met the selection criteria and partici-

pated in the study.

Procedure

Snake-Intimacy Pretest. Subjects who met the criteria

on the first step of the selection procedure reported indi-

vidually to the research office. In the office, they were met

by the experimenter and listened to the following taped

instructions:

You have been selected for participation in a study

that is investigating physiological reactions in a

variety of different situations. Please relax

comfortably in your chair while the experimenter

attaches the physiological sensors to your fingers.

The experimenter will give you a full explanation

of this study after the completion of the entire

experiment, but he cannot answer specific ques-

tions about the nature of the study until that

time. Please sit comfortably for several minutes

while the experimenter gets a baseline reading.

At this point, the experimenter attached electrodes from

a psychogalvanometer to ostensibly measure the subject's

glavanic skin response (GSR). In actuality, the apparatus

was a Model 7601A Lafayette galvanometer with finger clip
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electrodes and an ohm meter with a needle indicator. The

subject was seated at a table across from the experimenter,

and the apparatus was positioned between the subject and the

experimenter with the ohm meter facing the experimenter 
so

that it could not be viewed by the subject. The apparatus

periodically provided a soft buzzing noise, and the experi-

menter pretended to be carefully monitoring the needle gauge

and making notes on a clipboard. The physiological rationale

was completed by having the subject remain seated for two

minutes while the experimenter ostensibly obtained a baseline

reading. At the end of this 2-minute period, the experimenter

said, "Now I have some more instructions for you to listen to,"

and played the following taped instructions:

In a moment, the experimenter will take you to a

room in which there is a caged, non-poisonuous

snake. You will listen to recorded instructions

that will ask you to perform a variety of behavioral

tasks, beginning with entering the room and looking

at the snake. Please do not do anything that makes

you feel uncomfortable. If at any time you do not

wish to perform the next step, just stop and say,

"That's all." Remember, this is not a test of

your bravery--it's a test of your physiological

reactions. Stop whenever you want to.

The subject was then taken to another room which had been

arranged for the administration of the Snake Intimacy Test

(Appendix E). The room was long and narrow, with a door at
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one end. At the other end was a desk with a second physiolog-

ical apparatus on top of it, a small table with the caged snake

on it, and a wooden chair placed a few inches from the cage.

The snake, a boa constrictor that was approximately two meters

in length was caged in a sturdy wooden box approximately one

meter long, one meter wide, and 1.3 meters high. One side of

the cage was glass, and this was the side that faced the sub-

ject as he entered the room. The left side of the cage was

hinged so that it opened from right to left.

After the subject approached the caged snake, GSR elec-

trodes were again placed on the index and ring fingers of the

subject's non-dominant hand. The apparatus used in this part

of the procedure was a Model 7603-lA Lafayette psychogalvan-

ometer, but this one was equipped with an ink and paper

recording system. Although the apparatus was useless in

recording the subject's GSR, the paper drive mechanism was

still operable. As soon as the stainless steel electrodes

were attached with velcro strips, the paper drive was turned

on and a previously prepared graph with red ink came out of

the apparatus at the rate of approximately 12 cm per minute.

The apparatus was covered by a wooden lid, and the only por-

tion that was visible to the subject was the previously

prepared graph. Because the subject was facing away from the

apparatus during the Snake-Intimacy Test, however, and because

there was a delay of approximately 10 seconds between the time

the apparatus was turned on and the time the graph began to
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protrude from the apparatus, the opportunity for false GSR

feedback was minimal.

Female subjects who scored four or less on the Snake-

Intimacy Pretest, and males who scored six or less were

selected for participation in the experiment and scheduled to

return on four consecutive days. Nine females and five males

met these criteria. They were then matched and randomly

assigned to either the anxiety-relief group or the placebo-

control group. Two of the males were assigned to the anxiety-

relief group, and three to the placebo-control group.

Public-Speaking Pretest. The subjects were met by the

experimenter and taken individually to a room where they lis-

tened to the same set of prerecorded initial instructions as

the subjects in the Snake-Intimacy Pretest. Similarly, the

GSR electrodes were attached, and at the end of a 2-minute

baseline, the experimenter played the following additional

taped instructions:

In a few moments, the experimenter will ask you to

go with him to another room and make a short 2-minute

speech to a graduate class in experimental psychology.

You are to speak on what you think this experiment is

all about, and why you have continued to participate

in it. If at any time you feel nervous or anxious

and do not want to make the speech, just stop and

say "That's all." Please don't force yourself to do

anything that makes you feel uncomfortable.
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At this time, the experimenter escorted the subject down

a hallway to a position in front of the closed wooden door to

a classroom. The experimenter then opened the door and ges-

tured for the subject to enter a class of approximately 10

graduate students. All subjects who were unable to enter the

room in which the speech was to be given were selected for

participation in the experiment and scheduled to return on

four consecutive days. Ten females and four males met this

criterion, and five females and two males were randomly assigned

to either an anxiety-relief or a placebo-control group.

Treatments. At the time of the subject's selection for

participation in the experiment, he was informed of the fact

that the remaining portion of the experiment might involve the

use of a mildly aversive electric shock. He was told that the

shock intensity would be halfway between where he could barely

feel it and where it became painful to him. Each subject was

informed of the operation of the shock apparatus (Behavior

Modifier Mark II, manufactured by Farrall Instruments) and

told that he could decline to participate in the experiment

if continuation was objectionable to him for any reason.

Finally, each subject was scheduled to return on four consecu-

tive days, and told that if he changed his mind, he could

merely not show up for the appointment.

Upon his return for the first treatment session, each

subject in an anxiety-relief group was asked to sign a

"Farradic Anxiety-Relief Form" (Appendix F) before being

administered any shocks. The first three treatment days
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consisted of only anxiety-relief conditioning or placebo-

conditioning, depending on the group. The fourth day con-

sisted of the conditioning procedure, followed by either the

Snake-Intimacy Posttest or the Public-Speaking Posttest,

depending upon the subject's specific fear.

The anxiety-relief conditioning treatment was done on an

individual basis, as the subjects were taken individually to

the room in which the conditioning was to take place and told

to listen to the following set of pre-treatment recorded

instructions:

As you know, this is a study of physiological

reactions to a variety of different situations.

Please relax comfortably while the experimenter

attaches the physiological sensors to your fingers,

and remain relaxed so that he can obtain a stable

baseline.

Again, the physiological electrodes were attached, and the

subject remained seated for a 2-minute baseline period while

the experimenter pretended to monitor the needle gauge and

make notes on a clipboard. Subjects in the anxiety-relief

group received four sessions of anxiety-relief conditioning,

with 15 farradic shocks administered during each session.

The shock intensity used was a midpoint of the sensation

threshold and the pain threshold, and these thresholds were

re-established each day. The sensation threshold was estab-

lished by asking the subject to say "now" when he could just

barely feel the shock as it was gradually increased from an
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imperceptible level. To determine the pain threshold, the

subject was instructed to say "Stop" when the shock intensity

was too painful to endure. The shock intensity was then

gradually increased from an imperceptible level to the point

where the subject said "Stop." The treatment procedure con-

sisted of administering the farradic shock to the ventral

surface of the subject's non-dominant forearm, and when he

wanted the shock to be terminated, he said the word, "Relax"

aloud and it was terminated. After the termination of the

shock, the subject continued to say "Relax" aloud softly and

slowly for 30 seconds. This was followed by a 30-second

"rest phase," during which the subject merely sat quietly.

One complete trial consisted of the administration of the

shock, its termination, the 30-second relief phase, and the

30-second rest phase. There were 15 consecutive trials of

anxiety-relief conditioning per session. Subjects receiving

anxiety-relief conditions were informed of the contingencies

in operation by listening to the following taped instructions

for treatment immediately after the 2-minute baseline period:

Please sit comfortably in the chair. Periodically,

you will receive a mildly aversive electric shock.

You should try to endure the shock for several

seconds, and then when you want it to be turned

off, say only the word "Relax." When the shock

is turned off, continue to say the word "Relax"

softly and slowly until the experimenter tells

you to stop. After you stop saying "Relax,"
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just sit quietly until the next shock. If

you have any questions you should ask the

experimenter now.

The placebo-conditioning treatment was also done 
on an

individual basis, as the subjects receiving this treatment

were taken individually to the room in which the conditioning

was to take place and told to listen to the same set of

pre-treatment recorded instructions as the anxiety-relief

groups. Similarly, the physiological electrodes were attached,

and the subject remained seated for the 2-minute baseline

period. The placebo-conditioning subjects received a treat-

ment that was directly analogous to the anxiety-relief

conditioning, as the only difference between the two procedures

was that an innocuous tone was substituted for the farradic

shock. In this way, the placebo subjects had a placebo

cue word for use during the criteria tests, and this word

should have no anxiety-reducing benefits other than whatever

placebogenic influences may be attendant upon uttering the

word "Relax." The tone was produced by a battery-powered

Lafayette tone generator at a frequency of approximately

1,000 Hz., and the volume control was set at a level slightly

above the level at which it was audible to the subject. The

subjects who received placebo-conditioning were informed of

the contingencies in operation by listening to the following

taped instructions for treatment immediately after the 2-

minute baseline period:
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Please sit comfortably in the chair. Periodically,

you will hear an electronic tone. Please listen

to the tone for a few seconds, then say only the

word "relax," and the tone will be turned off.

When the tone is turned off, continue to say

the word "Relax" softly and slowly until the

experimenter tells you to stop. After you stop

saying "Relax." just sit quietly until you hear

the next tone. If you have any questions you

should ask the experimenter now.

Criteria Measures. Immediately after the fourth treat-

ment session, the subjects were administered either the Snake-

Intimacy Posttest or the Public-Sepaking Posttest, depending

upon each subject's specific fear.

The Snake-Intimacy Posttest began after the final

conditioning trial of the fourth treatment session, as the

subject listened to the following taped instructions:

In a few moments, the experimenter will ask you to

go to another room in which there is a caged, non-

poisonous snake. You will be asked to perform

several behavioral tasks. If at any time you

feel that you cannot continue, just stop and

say "That's all." Please don't force yourself

to do anyting that makes you feel extremely

uncomfortable--this is not a test of your

bravery, it is a test of your physiological

reactions. When the experimenter turns
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this tape of f, say the word "Relax" slowly and

softly until he tells you to stop. In addition,

while you are in the room with the snake, say

"Relax" to yourself whenever you feel a twinge

of anxiety.

Immediately after saying the word "Relax" for a 30-second

period, the subject was escorted to the room that had been

arranged for the Snake-Intimacy Posttest, which was the same

room that had been employed for the pretest. Prior to

entering the room, the subject was again instructed to say

"Relax" slowly and softly for 30 seconds before entering.

The procedures for the Snake-Intimacy Posttest were the 
same

as those already described for the pretest.

The Public-Speaking Posttest began after the final

trial of the fourth treatment session, as the subject

listened to the following taped instructions:

In a few moments, the experimenter will ask you

to go to another room with him and make a short

2-minute speech to a graduate class in experimental

psychology. You are to speak on what you think

this experiment has been all about. If at any

time you feel nervous or anxious and do not

want to make the speech, just stop and say

"That's all." Please don't force yourself to

do anything that makes you feel uncomfortable.

When the experimenter turns this tape off, say

the word "Relax" slowly and softly until he tells
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you to stop. In addition, while you are making

your speech, say "Relax" to yourself whenever

you feel a twinge of anxiety.

Immediately after saying the word "Relax" for the 30-

second period, the subject was escorted to a position outside

the closed door to the room which had been arranged for the

Public-Speaking Posttest. Just prior to entering the room,

the subject was again instructed to say "Relax" slowly and

softly for 30 seconds before entering. The experimenter then

opened the door and gestured for the subject to enter the

room. The "class" was actually a surrogate class made up of

from six to eight graduate students with books and papers

scattered about on their desks. A behavioral checklist for

performance anxiety (Appendix G) as rated by two trained

raters was used as the dependent measure. Each subject's

score was the average number of indicators of anxiety per

30-second unit of time, with those subjects who again refused

to enter the room receiving a score of 15.

Results

As can be seen in Table 1, the results were similar for

both the snake-phobic and public-speaking-phobic groups. By

comparing the pretest scores of the snake-phobic subjects in

the two groups, it can be seen that the anxiety-relief and

placebo-conditioning control subjects were almost perfectly

matched. A t-test for matched groups was used to compare the

posttest scores. The posttest means were 5.9 for the anxiety-

relief group, and 6.0 for the placebo-conditioning control
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Table 1
Criteria Scores for Snake Phobics and

Public Speaking Phobics

Snake Phobics Public Speaking Phobics

Anxiety- Placebo
Relief Control Anxiety- Placebo

Relief Control

Pre Post Pre Post

4 4 4 4 2.15 1.25

4 4 4 4 2.25 2.00

6 6 6 6 3.50 2.50

4 4 4 4 15.00 3.80

4 5 4 6 15.00 15.00

6 6 6 10 15.00 15.00

4 8 6 8 15.00 15.00

Mean 4.6 5.9 4.9 6.0 9.70 7.80

t .16 .53

group, which were not found to be significantly different (t =

.16). For the public-speaking phobics, the means were 9.7 and

7.8 for the anxiety-relief and placebo-control groups, respec-

tively, which was also found to be non-significant (t = .53),

using a t-test for independent means. A final comparison of

the Snake-Intimacy Test scores can be made between the pre-

and posttest means of both the anxiety-relief group and the

placebo-control group. Using a t-test for correlated means,
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the pre- and posttest scores of both the anxiety-relief 
group

(t = 1.82) and the placebo-control group (t = 1.85) were not

found to be significantly different.

Discussion

Since the current investigation failed to offer support

for the efficacy of Wolpe's anxiety-relief conditioning para-

digm, it would seem to be appropriate at this point 
to review

the theoretical underpinnings of the paradigm. As was pre-

viously noted, Wolpe does not appear to present an explicit

theoretical rational to account for the procedure's efficacy.

It was suggested earlier that there are at least two theoret-

ical conceptualizations that might be offered to account for

the paradigm's effects. The first, an operant escape model,

would emphasize the fact that the subject in Wolpe's anxiety-

relief paradigm has an operant response that he employs to

escape an electric shock, and that this response then acquires

anxiety-assuaging properties because of its operant value in

escaping aversive stimulation. This model would appear to

implicitly assume that the psychological and physiological

experiences that are associated with receiving an electric

shock are somehow equivalent to the psychological and physio-

logical experience of anxiety, and that a response that will

terminate the experience of an electric shock will also

terminate or reduce the experience of anxiety. Although

this seems to be plausible, it is an assumption that remains

to be demonstrated.
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The second theoretical conceptualization that was offered

regarding the apparent efficacy of Wolpe's anxiety-relief

paradigm was a classical conditioning model. This concep-

tualization would emphasize a classical conditioning process

in which the word "Relax" is the conditioned stimulus, the

termination of the shock is the unconditioned stimulus, and

the relief presumed to be associated with shock termination

is the unconditioned response. It can be seen that this

conceptualization appears to make the same assumption regarding

the equivalency of electric shock and psychological anxiety.

It would appear that any theoretical formulation that is

put forth regarding anxiety-relief conditioning would embrace

this assumption, since aversive stimulation via an electric

shock is the sine qua non of anxiety-relief conditioning.

With these considerations in mind, it should be noted

that the current investigation appears to be the first to

use the operant escape aspects of the paradigm as part of

the treatment procedure. Other investigators employed an

unavoidable electric shock that was administered for a fixed

amount of time and then terminated without a contingent

response from the subject. Such methodological variation

could conceivably alter the theoretical processes involved

in the conditioning that occurs. For example, a distinction

was previously made between Wolpe's anxiety-relief conditioning

and the aversion-relief conditioning employed by subsequent

investigators (Gaupp et al., 1972; Solyom et al., 1972;

Thorpe et al., 1964). This distinction was based on the
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fact that the aversion-relief procedure employs two discrimi-

native stimuli, one that is associated with an electric shock,

and another that is associated with the relief or safety from

shock, while the anxiety-relief procedure only employs a single

stimulus that is associated with the relief from shock. This

methodological distinction has ramifications in the theoretical

realm as well, for the aversion-relief paradigm would appear

to be a classical discrimination conditioning model whereas

the anxeity-relief paradigm would not appear to have any

stimulus discrimination learning aspects. It would follow,

then, that investigators using the aversion-relief paradigm

were employing conditioning procedures not in effect in Wolpe's

anxiety-relief paradigm.

This consideration is of major importance in attempting

to integrate the current results with the anxiety-relief

conditioning literature. It was noted earlier that the

Turnage and Wenrich (1974) study was the first controlled

investigation to offer support for the efficacy of the anxiety-

relief paradigm, while other investigations seemed to offer

relatively equivocal support for the aversion-relief paradigm.

Closer inspection of the procedures used by Turnage and Wenrich,

however, suggest that they may have in fact employed aversion-

relief conditioning rather than anxiety-relief.

The procedure adopted by Turnage and Wenrich involved

the presentation of a "blank" slide for 13.5 seconds followed

by an electric shock of 1.5 seconds in duration. The termina-

tion of the shock was then followed by the presentation of a
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snake slide. Turnage and Wenrich assumed that the "blank"

slide was not a stimulus, but merely a necessary time lag

between the administration of the electric shocks. This

seems plausible from the experimenter's point of view, but

when considered from the subject's point of view, it may be

that the situation is much more complicated. Procedurally,

the "blank" slide was produced by advancing the carousel

projector to a position that did not contain 
a slide, while

the projection light was left on, thus creating a very bright

light that illuminated the entire viewing area which 
the

subject was watching. Since the conditioning took place in

a darkened room, it would be difficult to believe that the

subject took no notice of this "blank" slide, especially

when one considers that the subject was only shocked when

this bright light was on. Thus, it would appear that the

"blank" slide acutally constituted a discriminative stimulus

that was associated with the administration of an electric

shock. Furthermore, it would also appear that the procedure

employed by Turnage and Wenrich closely resembles the 
procedure

used by Gaupp et al. (1972), in which a slide of the word

"SHOCK" was always associated with an electric shock and

a snake slide was associated with the relief from shock.

Because of the use of two discriminative stimuli in their

conditioning procedure, a case may be made for the idea that

Turnage and Wenrich actually employed a discrimination

conditioning model, and that aversion-relief rather than

anxiety-relief was responsible for their positive results.
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The possiblity that Turnage and Wenrich did not employ

anxiety-relief conditioning in their investigation and that

their results can be attributed to the discrimination learning

of the aversion-relief paradigm holds considerable import for

the present investigation. First, it suggests that the

discrimination conditioning procedure might be more effective

than Wolpe's anxiety-relief paradigm in reducing anxiety

associated with specific phobic stimuli. More importantly,

the discrimination conditioning procedure does not rely on

the assumption equating electric shock with anxiety, which

appears to be at the heart of the anxiety-relief paradigm.

The aversion-relief procedure avoids this assumption because

the discrimination learning directly conditions relief to a

previously phobic stimulus, rather than attempting to condi-

tion relief to a general cue that can be used in a variety

of situations.

It is possible that anxiety-relief conditioning is

primarily effective in the amelioration of general "free-

floating" anxiety rather than the treatment of specific

phobic reactions which was the focus of the current investi-

gation. Similarly, aversion-relief conditioning might be

primarily effective in the treatment of specific phobic

reactions, as in the Turnage and Wenrich (1974) study. Such

a distinction in the appropriate applications of the two

conditioning procedures would appear to be consistent with

the theoretical considerations presented, but since the

current investigation appears to be the first controlled
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study of Wolpe's original anxiety-relief conditioning paradigm,

further research will be required before the necessary and

sufficient conditions for the procedure's efficacy can be

specified. Numerous important parameters of anxiety-relief

conditioning remain to be elucidated, such as the optimal

shock intensity, the optimal shock duration, and the optimal

number of shocks administered per unit time. Future

studies investigating the interactions of these parameters,

as well as the application of anxiety-relief to a variety of

anxiety-related problems will be necessary before an accurate

appraisal of the efficacy of Wolpe's paradigm can be made,

but at present, the data seem to support the aversion-relief

model rather than the anxiety-relief paradigm.
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Appendix A

The Use of Anxiety-Relief Conditioning in the

Prevention of a Specific Fear Reaction

Therapeutic procedures have typically been employed in

the amelioration of current, ongoing disturbances or the

elimination of present problems. Very little work has been

done to produce prophylactic therapeutic techniques that

could be used in the prevention of future problems. One

step in this direction was attempted by Shank (1970), with

the use of pre-desensitization to suppress the anxiety of

subjects in a future anxiety-producing situation. Though

his results were equivocal, they suggested possibilities

for further investigations into the development of preven-

tive techniques. More recently, Jaremko and Wenrich (1973)

have presented such a prophylactic use of reciprocal inhibi-

tion by systematic desensitization in the reduction of future

or anticipated anxiety.

The procedure adopted by Jaremko and Wenrich involved

matching the subjects on the basis of their scores on the

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, then desensitizing the experi-

mental group to snakes and public speaking, while the placebo

control group received irrelevant hierarchies. Scores on

both criteria measures indicated that the experimental group

experienced significantly less fear than the placebo control

group, presumably due to the effects of systematic pre-

desensitization. If future anxiety can be reduced by the
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application of reciprocal inhibition in systematic desensi-

tization, it would appear reasonable to hypothesize that other

techniques, relying on the same theoretical substratum, may

also serve a prophylactic function. It is in this context

that the present investigation focused on the viability of

anxiety-relief conditioning as a preventive therapeutic

technique.

Reciprocal inhibition by anxiety-relief conditioning

was first described by Wolpe (1958) in a procedure which

paired a stimulus (saying the word "calm") with the relief

associated with the termination of aversive stimulation

(electric shock). This general paradigm has been followed

by several investigators interested in its utility as a

therapeutic procedure for the treatment of specific behavior

problems, (Thorpe, Schmidt, Brown, and Castell, 1964; Solyom

and Miller, 1967; Solyom, McClure, Heseltine, Ledwidge, &

Solyom, 1972; Gaupp, Stern, & Galbraith, 1972). None of

these studies, however, presented definitive information

on the efficacy of the anxiety-relief procedure. Case

studies employing anxiety-relief lacked necessary controls,

and the experiments reported in the literature employed

inadequate or questionable controls. The pseudo-conditioning

control group used by Solyom, et al. (1972) allowed adventi-

tious anxiety-relief conditioning to take place whereas the

no-treatment control employed by Gaupp, Stern, and Galbraith

did not control for noxious stimulation, habituation, or

placebo effects.
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Recently, Turnage and Wenrich (1973) offered support for

the efficacy of the anxiety-relief procedure in reducing

snake avoidance behavior while controlling for potentially

contaminating variables, such as noxious stimulation, habitua-

tion, expectancy, and placebo. Their results indicated that

anxiety-relief conditioning is not an artifact, but an

effective therapeutic technique resting on the same theoretical

considerations as systematic desensitization. The present

study explored the use of anxiety-relief conditioning as a

preventive technique, employing the same treatment procedures

as Turnage and Wenrich. The addition of a no-prevention

control group was deemed necessary in order to determine

whether prevention was indeed achieved.

Since prevention refers to future anxiety, phobic subjects

could not be used because their anxiety would already be in

evidence. If "normals" can be said to experience only

minimal anxiety relative to "phobics," then "normals" should

be used in a preventive paradigm. This consideration

necessitated an operational definition of "normal," and for

the purposes of this study, a statistical definition seemed

most appropriate. In this regard, a quantitative measure

of the distribution of "snake-approach" behavior in the

population of male and female undergraduates at North Texas

State University was obtained. Since there appears to be

some sex differences with regard to snake-approach behavior,

only female subjects were used in the present investigation.
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Those females who scored closest to the mean of the distri-

bution for females were operationally defined as "normal"

and selected for participation in the investigation.

Method

Subjects

Ninety-five female and 58 male introductory psychology

students from the psychology subject pool at North Texas

State University were given the "Snake-Intimacy Test" (SIT)

developed by Gaupp, Stern, and Galbraith, (1972). The 18

femlaes scoring closest to the mean on this in vivo test of

snake approach behavior were randomly assigned to one of the

three groups.

Apparatus

Bogus GSR electrodes and a false GSR printout were used

to make the situation appear to be a physiological investi-

gation. The "Behavior Modifier Mark II," manufactured by

Farrall Instruments, was used to administer the shock via

1/2 inch silver electrodes.

The snake stimuli consisted of 15 color slides of

different kinds of snakes depicted in various situations,

(in natural habitat, in a cage, and eating). The slides

were projected onto a white wall approximately eight feet

from the subjects, creating an image that measured approxi-

mately four feet by six feet.

A recorded tone, judged by E to be innocuous, was used

as a stimulus analogous to the shock in the anxiety-relief
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paradigm. Fifteen slides of country scenery were used as

control stimuli, directly analogous to the relief stimuli

of snake slides in the anxiety-relief paradigm.

A King snake measuring 29.5 inches in length, two inches

in circumference, and weighing 4.1 ounces was used in the

pre-SIT. This snake was replaced in the post-SIT by a

boa constrictor weighing one pound 10.8 ounces, and measuring

40 inches in length and five and one-half inches in circum-

ference.

Procedure

The subjects were selected on the basis of their pre-SIT

scores. Names were drawn out of a hat, thereby randomly

assigning subjects to one of the following groups: anxiety-

relief group (AR), placebo control group (PC), or the no-

preveition control group (NPC). All subjects listened to

a recorded set of instructions before the pre-SIT, informing

them that the study was concerned with the measurement of

physiological reactions in various situations. In addition,

bogus GSR electrodes were attached to the fingers of subjects

dominant hand during the pre-SIT, the treatment sessions,

and the post-SIT, in order to make it more likely that subjects

would be naive with respect to expectancies for change in

their snake-approach behavior.

Shock intensity level. The electrodes were attached

to the ventral surface of subjects non-dominant forearm.

The midpoint of the sensation threshold and the pain thres-

hold for each subject was used as the shock intensity level
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for that subject. This level was established before each

treatment session in an effort to reduce habituation to the

shock.

Snake and country scenery slides. The 15 snake slides

were selected from a group of 54 pictures taken at the herpe-

tarium of the Marsalis Zoo, Dallas, Texas. They were selected

on the basis of ratings assigned to them for aversity by an

independent sample of 42 undergraduate and graduate psychology

students. Of the 15 slides, three were rated as "very mildly

aversive," three "moderately aversive," and nine "very

aversive." They were arranged in a hierarchy from least to

most aversive, and presented to subjects in the AR and PC

groups once during each treatment session. The 15 country

scenery slides were jduged by E to be non-anxiety provoking.

Treatments. All subjects in the AR and PC groups

were seated in a straight-backed wooden chair, and the GSR

and shock electrodes were attached. They heard 15 tones (at

30-second intervals) during the first half of each treatment

session and received 15 shocks (also at 30-second intervals)

during the second half of each treatment session.

For the AR group, the termination of the shock was

always contiguous with the presentation of a snake slide,

and the termination of the tone was always contiguous with

the presentation of a country scenery slide. The procedure

for the PC group was reversed; shock termination was always

followed by the presentation of a country scenery slide,
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while the termination of the tone was always followed by 
a

snake slide. A blank space was left in the carousel before

and after each slide, and it was only during the presentation

of this "blank slide" that subjects either heard 
a tone or

received a shock. In an effort to reduce any systematic

experimenter bias, the treatment procedures were fully auto-

mated by electro-mechanical components which coordinated

and timed the presentation of shocks, tones, and slides. All

subjects in the AR and PC groups were therefore 
presented

with the same stimuli, only the contingencies among the stimuli

were different. The stimuli experienced the subjects in these

two groups were as follows:

1. Fifteen shocks of 1.5 seconds duration, each,

2. Fifteen tones of 1.5 seconds duration, each,

3. Fifteen snake slides of 15 seconds duration, each,

4. Fifteen country scenery slides of 15 seconds duration

each,

5. Thirty "blank slides" of 13.5 seconds duration,

each.

Subjects in the NPC group received no treatment between

the pre-SIT and the post-SIT. This group was designed to

indicate whether or not the post-SIT was indeed more anxiety

provoking than the pre-SIT, a prerequisite for the preventive

paradigm.

Criterion measure (post-SIT). The post-SIT constituted

a repetition of the SIT using a boa constrictor, and was

performed on the day following each subject's last treatment
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session. As in the pre-SIT, all subjects were instructed

to proceed with each succeeding task only if they could do

so without experiencing fear, anxiety, or discomfort. In

order to reduce the effects of any systematic experimenter

bias, the instructions before the post-SIT (as in the pre-SIT)

were pre-recorded, as were the directions during the post-SIT.

Results

The distribution of the snake-approach behavior among

male and female introductory psychology students at North

Texas State University can be seen in Figure 1. Subjects

scoring "6" on the pre-SIT were selected for the experiment.

The mean pre-SIT and post-SIT scores for the three groups are

presented in Table 1. None of the differences among the

groups on the post-SIT were found to be significant using

a one-way analysis of variance (df = 2, 15; F = 1.74). The

difference between the pre-SIT and the post-SIT for the NPC

group also proved to be nonsignificant using a t-test for

correlated means, (df = 5, t - 1.78)
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0 = refusal to enter the room; 10 = picking up the snake and

holding it.

Figure 1. Distribution of snake-approach behavior in

male and female undergraduate psychology students.

Table 2.

Scores on the Pre-SIT and Post-SIT for Each Subject

AR Group PC Group NPC Group

pre-SIT 6 6 6
(all sub- (all sub- (all sub-
jects) jects) jects)

post-SIT 6 8 6

2 8 6

7 6 7

4 8 2

5 4 4

4 6 8

Means 4.66 6.66 5.5
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Discussion

Since the procedures used in this study were the same as

those of Turnage and Wenrich (1973), these results appear to

be difficult to interpret. The fact that different subjects

were used ("normals" instead of "phobics") might imply that

there is an interaction between successful anxiety-relief

conditioning and the amount of specific anxiety experienced

by the subject. This interaction would lead to the hypothesis

that anxiety-relief conditioning is an effective therapeutic

technique, but is not suited for use within a preventive

paradigm.

Another source of variation related to the nature of the

subjects is the manner in which subjects were solicited. The

procedures adopted by both Gaupp et al. (1972) and Turnage

adn Wenrich (1973) actively solicited subjects who reported

"relatively intense fears of snakes." The present study did

not make such verbal behavior a prerequisite for participa-

tion. In view of this difference in selection procedures, a

pre-selection factor may have been operative in the Turnage

and Wenrich study, providing their subjects with different

motivations and expectations than those in the present study.

It is also possible that the present results are merely

an artifact of the procedure. It was discovered through

personal communication that the mean shock intensities of

the anxiety-relief group in the Turnage and Wenrich study were

perceptibly lower than those of the anxiety-relief group in
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in the present study. Since the parameters of anxiety-

relief conditioning are unknown, it is quite possible that some

interaction exists between the shock intensity used and the

onset and duration of the ensuing relief phase. If this is

true, then the present results might be attributed to the

use of shock intensities inappropriate to the onset and

duration of the relief phase employed.

Finally, it should be noted that since the NPC group

did not differ significantly on the pre- and post-SIT

measures, the post-SIT was not more anxiety producing than

the pre-SIT. Since a situation involving future anxiety was

not provided, the present results can be said to reflect a

failure in the experimental manipulation of the requisite

antecedent conditions, not a problem with the underlying

theory. If the post-SIT had indeed been more anxiety producing

than the pre-SIT, thus setting the stage for the demonstration

of prevention, then the results could quite possibly have been

more in line with the theoretical expectations. Since the

post-SIT did not constitute a high-anxiety situation, it is

impossible to ascertain the effectiveness of anxiety-relief

conditioning within the preventive paradigm.

The area of preventive psychology has been only scarcely

explored. Further experimental effort seems to be justified

in view of its broad ramifications for psychology and the

numerous problems to which preventive techniques could be

applied. If such investigatory effort is to be applied within
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the framework of anxiety-relief conditioning, however,

knowledge of its various parameters would greatly increase

the probability of success.
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Fear Inventory Survey and Schedule
(Wolpe & Lang, 1964)

The items in this questionnaire refer to things and expe-

riences that may cause fear or other unpleasant feelings.

Write the number of each item in the column that describes

how much you are disturbed by it nowadays.

Not At A A Fair Very

All Little Amount Much Much

1. Noise of vacuum
cleaners ---- ---- ---- -- -- ----

2. open wounds ---- ---- ----

3. Being alone ---- ---- ----

4. Being in a
strange place ---- ---- ----

5. Loud noises ---- ---- ----

6. Dead people ---- ---- ----

7. Speaking in
public ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

8. Crossing streets ---- ---- ----

9. People who seem
insane ---- ---- ----

10. Falling ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

11. Automobiles ---- ---- ---- ----

12. Being teased ---- ---- ---- ----

13. Dentists ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

14. Thunder ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

15. Sirens ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

16. Failure ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
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Not At A A Fair Very
All Little Amount Much Much

17. Entering a room
where other
people are
already seated

18. High places on
land

19. Looking down
from higher
buildings

20. Worms

21. Imaginary
creatures

22. Strangers

23. Receiving
injections

24. Bats

25. Journeys by
train

26. Journeys by
bus

27. Journeys by
car

28. Feeling angry

29. People in
authority

30. Flying insects

31. Seeing other

people injected

32. Sudden noises

33. Dull weather
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Not At A A Fair Very

All Little Amount Much Much

34. Crowds

35. Cats

36. One person
bullying another

37. Tough looking
people

38. Birds

39. Sight of deep
water

40. Being watched
working

41. Dead animals

42. Weapons

43. Dirt

44. Crawling insects

45. Sight of
flighting

46. Ugly people

47. Fire

48. Sick people

49. Dogs

50. Being criti-
cized

51. Strange shapes

52. Being in an
elevator

53. Witnessing
surgical opera-
tions

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Not At A A Fair Very

All Little Amount Much Much

54. Angry people

55. Mice

56. Blood
(a) Human
(b) Animal

57. Parting from
friends

58. Enclosed
places

59. Prospect of a
surgical opera-
tion

60. Feeling rejected
by others

61. Airplanes

62. Medical odors

63. Feeling dis-
approved of

64. Harmless snakes

65. Cemeteries

66. Being ignored

67. Premature heart
beats (missing
a beat)

68. (a) Nude Men

(b) Nude Women

69. Lightning

70. Doctors

71. People with
deformities

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-

-~ ~ ~-- -~ ~ ~ ~

- - -- - - --

- - -- - -- -

- -- - - - --
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Not At A A Fair Very
All Little Amount Much Much

72 . Making mistakes;----

73. Looking foolish-

74. Losing control -

75. Fainting --

76. Spiders----

77. Becoming naus-
eous --

78. Being in charge
or responsible
for decisions----

79. Sight of knives
or sharp objects --

80. Becoming mentally
ill --

81. Being with a
member of the
opposite sex --

82. Taking written
tests --

83. Being touched
by others --

84. Feeling differ-
ent from others --

85. A lull in con-
versation ----

50
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Appendix C

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
(from Taylor, 1953)

The TMAS was entitled "Biographical Inventory", and
administered in the following format, with the keyed answers

indicated in parentheses.

Please darken the appropriate spaces, indicating whether

the statements are true or false as applied to you.

True False

0 0 1. I do not tire quickly. (false)
0 0 2. I am troubled by attacks of nausea. (true)
0 0 3. I believe I am no more nervous than most

others. (false)
0 0 4. I have very few headaches. (false)
0 0 5. I work under a great deal of tension. (true)
0 0 6. I cannot keep my mind on one thing. (true)

0 0 7. I worry over money and business. (true)
0 0 8. I frequently notice my hand shakes when

I try to do something. (true)
0 0 9. I blush no more often than others. (false)
0 0 10. I have diarrhea once a month or more.

(true)

0 0 11. I worry quite a bit over possible mis-
fortunes. (true)

0 0 12. I practically never blush. (false)
0 0 13. I am often afraid that I am going to

blush. (true)
0 0 14. I have nightmares every few nights. (true)
0 0 15. My hands and feet are usually warm enough.

(false)
0 0 16. I sweat very easily even on cool days.

(true)

0 0 17. Sometimes when embarrassed, I break out
in a sweat which annoys me greatly.
(true)

0 0 18. I hardly ever notice my heart pounding
and I am seldom short of breath. (false)

0 0 19. I feel hungry almost all of the time.
(true)

0 0 20. I am very seldom troubled by constipation.
(true)

0 0 21. I have a great deal of stomach trouble.
(true)

0 0 22. I have had periods in which I lost sleep
over worry. (true)
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True False

0 0 23. My sleep is fitful and disturbed. (true)
0 0 24. I dream freuqently about things that are

best kept to myself. (true)
0 0 25. I am easily embarrassed. (true)
0 0 26. I am more sensitive than most other

people. (true)
0 0 27. I frequently find myself worrying about

something. (true)
0 0 28. I wish I could be as happy as others

seem to be. (true)
0 0 29. I am usually calm and not easily upset.

(false)
0 0 30. I cry easily. (true)
0 0 31. I feel anxiety about somethin or someone

almost all the time. (true)
0 0 32. I am happy most of the time. (false)

0 0 33. It makes me nervous to have to wait.
(true)

0 0 34. I have periods of such restlessness that
I cannot sit long in a chair. (true)

0 0 35. Sometines I become so excited that I find
it hard to get to sleep. (true)

0 0 36. I have sometimes felt that difficulties
were piling up so high that I could not
overcome them. (true)

0 0 37. I must admit that I have at times been
worried beyond reason over something that
really did not matter. (true)

0 0 38. I have very few fears compared to my
friends. (false)

0 0 39. I have been afraid of things or people
I knew could not hurt me. (true)

0 0 40. I certainly feel useless at times. (true)
0 0 41. I find it hard to keep my mind on a task

or job. (true)
0 0 42. I am usually self-conscious. (true)
0 0 43. I am inclined to take things hard. (true)
0 0 44. I am a high strung person. (true)
0 0 45. Life is a strain for me much of the time.

(true)
0 0 46. At times I think I am no good at all. (true)

0 0 47. I am certainly lacking in self-confidence.
(true)

0 0 48. I sometimes feel that I am about to go to
pieces. (true)

0 0 49. I shrink from facing a crisis or difficulty.
(true)

0 0 50. I am entirely self-confident. (false)

Mean = 14.5
S.D. = 8.0

52
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Appendix D

Advised Consent Form

I, , hereby voluntarily agree

to participate in this Anxiety-Relief Conditioning Research
Project. I understand that I will be able to terminate
my participation in this research at any time without being
penalized in any way.

Procedurally, I understand that I will be asked to
complete three short paper and pencil tests. I further
understand that a randomized design will be employed, and
that I may be asked to make a short speech to a group of
people, or come in close proximity to a caged non-poisonous
snake, but in no case will I be required to do so, and I
will be able to refuse to perform these tasks without penalty
and be allowed to continue to participate in other aspects
of the research project. Finally, I understand that some
of the persons who will participate in this research will
be administered mildly-aversive electric shocks to the
ventral surface of their non-dominant forearm, and that
the shock intensity will be individually adjusted to each
person's individual sensitivity to shock so that painful
shocks can be avoided. If I am to be administered electric
shocks, I will be further informed about the safety and
operation of the shock apparatus before any shocks are
administered.

After the conclusion of the research project, I will
be offered a full debriefing regarding the rationale and
the results of the research.

Date Participant

Witness
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Appendix E

Snake Intimacy Test

(from Gaupp, Stern, & Galbraith, 1972)

The steps of the Snake Intimacy Test are as follows:

1. Stand in the doorway and look at the snake.

2. Enter the room and look at the snake.

3. Walk over next to the cage.

4. Sit down in the chair next to the cage.

5. Put your hand on the outside of the glass, next to the

snake.

6. Stand up, take the lid off the cage, and look down at

the snake

7. Put your hand in the cage.

8. Touch the snake.

9. Pick the snake up a few inches within the cage.

10. Pick the snake up and out of the cage and hold it.

The subject's score is the number of the last step

successfully completed. Subjects who are unable to proceed

further than looking at the snake from the doorway receive

a score of one; those who refuse to even look into the room

receive a score of zero.
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Farradic Anxiety-Relief Release Form

I, , understand the general

procedure regarding the use of farradic anxiety-relief

conditioning, and am satisfied with the explanation given

to me concerning the function and safety of the equipment.

I voluntarily agreed to participate in this research.

I am also aware that I may terminate participation in

this research at any time that I wish.

I further agree to release the

from all legal responsibilities for the effects of partici-
pation in this research.

I am currently in good health, do not have a heart

condition, and am not being treated for any medical disorder

which would prohibit the use of farradic shock.
Yes No

If NO, please explain:

Participant's Signature Witness

Date
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Appendix G

Checklist for Public Speaking

30-Second Time Intervals

Behavior Observed

1 2 3 4 Total

No eye contact

Face deadpan

Face flushed (blushes)

Face muscles tense

Swallows

Clears throat

Voice quivers

Speech blocks or stammers

Perspires (face, hands,
armpits)

Hand tremors

Hands restrained

Knees tremble

Shuffles feet

Sways

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

---

-- 

- - -

---

--- ---

- - - - ~ ~-

--- ---.

--- ---

--- - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - - - -
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